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Call To Action


January, 2013 ‐ EEI Board recommends the Electric Utility Industry investigate:


Improvements to the mutual assistance process for large scale events



Identify means to improve material availability in major events



Improve use and coordination of contractors for mutual assistance



Identify and share best practices for large scale emergency response



February, 2013 Project Teams begin work on Board recommendations



Mutual Assistance Project Team effort is the focus of this presentation
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Case for Action


Mutual assistance is an essential part of the electric power industry’s service
restoration process and contingency planning. Created decades ago, the current
mutual assistance process works well following regional outage events during
which individual utilities or Regional Mutual Assistance Groups (RMAGs) play a
key role in successful response.



However, given the increasing severity of storms in the United States, such as
Superstorm Sandy in 2012, the electric power industry recognized the value of
enhancing the mutual assistance process to scale it to a national level.



The industry wants to demonstrate to customers that the mutual assistance
process is safe, efficient, transparent, and equitable.



During a significant outage event, a more efficient resource allocation will further
improve public safety, accelerate restoration, and reduce potential economic
consequences.
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Project Recommendations


June, 2013 – Project Team recommended to EEI Board at its June Meeting to
implement a National Response Event (NRE) process to unify allocation of
mutual assistance resources for specific major events that have widespread and
catastrophic impact on the utility infrastructure on a significant scale



June, 2013 ‐ EEI Board recommended that project team continue with developing
the process for an NRE as soon as possible



September, 2013 – EEI Board unanimously voted to support the implementation
plan for an NRE
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Industry‐wide National Response Event
(NRE) Overview
 An industry‐wide National Response Event (NRE) is a natural or man‐made event

that is forecasted to cause or that causes widespread power outages impacting a
significant population or several regions across the U.S. and requires resources
from multiple Regional Mutual Assistance Groups (RMAGs).
 A requesting utility’s CEO (or a designated officer) from an EEI member utility may

initiate the NRE process if or when multiple RMAGs cannot adequately support the
resource requirements.
 When an NRE is declared, all available emergency restoration resources (including

contractors) will be pooled and allocated to participating utilities in a safe, efficient,
transparent, and equitable manner without regard to RMAG affiliation.
 Each utility will designate a “Home” RMAG for NRE events at the operating utility

level.
 Resource allocation in regional events will continue to be managed through the

existing RMAG processes.
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Guiding Principles and Key
Expectations for NREs


Voluntary Participation: Participation should remain voluntary and should not undermine a utility’s ability
to retain local control of respective operations while benefiting from outside support.



Full and Reciprocal Participation: Utilities requesting mutual assistance during an NRE should offer
assistance in future events proportional to their size



Transparency: A requesting utility will disclose all available resources, including its own personnel, full‐time
on‐site contractors, affiliate utilities’ resources, and any other resources secured in the reported mutual
assistance resource counts.



Coordinate Release of Resources: Utilities (senders and receivers) agree on release and acceptance of
resources.



Situational Awareness: Utilities should communicate tactical issues involving damage, work conditions,
labors issues, construction type, etc. to responding utilities’ personnel.



Home RMAG: Utilities will declare a “home RMAG” for purposes of facilitating information flow and clarity
during a national event



Allocation Equity: Resources will be allocated to requesting utilities based on a transparent and equitable
distribution of available resources in accordance with these NRE guidelines



Continuous Improvement: The NRE process will include annual drills and exercises and after action reviews.
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NRE Implementation Framework
EEI CEO Business Continuity Task Force
Co-Chair Rigby (PHI), Co-Chair Torgerson (UIL)
NRE Sponsor Akins (AEP); Task Force Representative Donleavy (National Grid USA)

Project Management Office (PMO)
Kirkpatrick (AEP), EEI, Davies Consulting
NRE
Implementation

Public Policy (Federal and
State Engagement)

RMAG Consolidation &
Public Power Engagement

Quinlan (NU)/
Miranda (FPL)

Birmingham-Byrd (Duke)/ Ivey
(ConEdison)/ Fama (EEI)

Donleavy (National Grid USA)/
Baker (CNP)

NRE Structure
and
Governance

Resource
Allocation Process
and Analysis

Quinlan (NU)/
Miranda (FPL)

Blevins (Dominion)/
Bonenberger (PPL)

Note: Names in Italics are the Executive Leads

NRE Drill
Grillo (Entergy)/
Anderson (PG&E)
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NEMAG, NYMAG
& MAMA Merger

Other RMAG
Consolidation

Public Power
Engagement

Velazquez (PHI)/
Walker (Iberdrola
USA)/ Prete (UIL)

Kracke
(SCE)/TBD

Gebhart
(Alliant)/ Hull
(ONCOR)

NRE Development and Implementation
Team Members
Nearly 60 representatives from 36 utilities supported the NRE implementation effort.
In addition, members of EEI’s staff and Davies Consulting provided invaluable expertise and support.
 Brad Oachs (ALLETE)
 Vern Gebhart & Tom Hess (Alliant Energy)

 Randy Coleman, Mark Julian & Cheryl

Scheeler (FirstEnergy)

 Dave Velazquez, Thomas Born & George

Nelson (PHI)

 Kevin Walker (Iberdrola USA)

 David Bonenberger (PPL)

 Carol Baxter (KCP&L)

 Booga Gilbertson (Puget Sound)

 David Baker (CenterPoint Energy)

 Greg Thomas (LG&E & KU Energy)

 Dana Kracke, Rachel Sherrill & Henry

 Tim Hayes & Charles Freni (CH Energy)

 John Donleavy & Dave Way (National

 Tom Kirkpatrick, Jim Nowak & Bob

Powers (American Electric Power)

 Terrence Donnelly (ComEd)
 Craig Ivey, Carlos Torres & Tony Torphy

(ConEd)
 Anthony Bunting (Cleco LLC)

 Jim Collins (Southeastern Electric

Grid USA)
 Manny Miranda (NextEra)
 Bill Quinlan & Mike Zappone (Northeast

Utilities)

 Rodney Blevins (Dominion)

 Jim Reagan (NV Energy)

 Melody Byrd‐Birmingham, Marty

 Mike Mathews (OGE)

Zearbaugh, & Marty Wright (Duke Energy)
 Patrick Conti & Tim Kuruce (Duquesne

Light)
 Greg Grillo & Michael Fricke (Entergy)

Martinez (SCE)

 Keith Hull, Mike Carter, & Jeffrey Dossey

Exchange)
 Aaron Strickland, Danny Glover & Mark

Crosswhite (Southern Co.)
 John Prete (UIL Holdings)
 Tom Murphy (Unitil)
 Brian Gatewood & Rich Schach (Vectren)
 Kevin Fletcher (We Energies)

(Oncor)
 Debbie Guerra (PacifiCorp)

 Bryan Nowlin (Westar Energy)

 Barry Anderson (PG&E)

 Don LuMaye (WPS)
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National Response Event (NRE)
Structure and Functions
EEI Utility Member CEOs

National Response
Executive Committee
(NREC)

• Provide general NRE oversight
• Resolve issues identified by the NREC
• Interface with industry and government partners
•
•
•
•

Initiates the NRE and resource allocation process
Manages the issue resolution process
Reports to the EEI CEOs
Chair co‐locates with the NRE EEI Liaison during NRE

National Mutual Assistance
Resource Team (NMART)

• Conducts the resource allocation process
• Lead co‐locates with the NRE EEI Liaison and NREC Chair
during NRE

Regional Mutual Assistance
Groups (RMAGs)

• Maintains baseline resource availability information
• Gathers and consolidates participating utility information in
support of the allocation process
• Matches allocated resources to specific requesting utilities
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Structure for Allocating Resources During a
National Response Event
 National Response Executive Committee (NREC)
 Responsibilities:






Owning the process and criteria for allocation of resources
Interfacing with EEI around communications and messaging for the industry
Conducting after‐action reviews and commissioning periodic drills
Driving preparation and readiness of the NMART through training and drills
Ensuring adherence to the guiding principles and managing the appeals process during the event

 Structure and Governance:
 Three utilities executives from each RMAG to serve as the primary NREC member, alternative
member and second alternative, respectively
 Members shall be executive level, have operations and emergency assistance experience, and
possess the ability to communicate at all levels of management
 No one participating utility may have multiple members on the NREC
 The NREC will designate a Chair, a Vice Chair and a Vice Chair‐in‐Waiting



The three officers will rotate on a yearly cycle
Other NREC members will rotate on a biannual cycle
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Structure for Allocating Resources During a
National Response Event
 National Mutual Assistance Resource Team (NMART)
 Responsibilities:







Executing the resource allocation process once it is triggered
Using the pre‐defined criteria for resource allocation and facilitating agreement
among requesting utilities
Documenting the key resource allocation decisions throughout the NRE
Representing the industry interests, not individual utility interests
Participating in the periodic drills and after‐action reviews
Managing and executing the NRE resource allocation methodology

 Structure and Governance:
 Consists of the officers of the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) Mutual
Assistance/Emergency Preparedness Committee (EEI MA/EP) and one
representative from each RMAG (typically the RMAG lead)
 The EEI MA/EP Chairs and Vice Chair will serve as the NMART Chairs and Vice Chair,
respectively
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Structure for Allocating Resources During a
National Response Event
 NRE EEI Liaison
 During a large event, EEI is engaged in a significant number of additional
activities in support of the industry’s overall response. Below are specific
responsibilities related to the NRE EEI Liaison:


Coordinate NRE‐specific information flow and events between NREC and EEI
 Ensure consistency in communication of NRE‐related information across various
stakeholders (internal and external)
 Develop and maintain a library of pre‐defined messages for NRE communications

 Structure and Governance:
 EEI will provide a Liaison who will be collocated with the NREC Chair during an NRE
 EEI’s efforts during an NRE will not take the place of or interfere with individual
utilities’ efforts to communicate utility‐specific information
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NRE Resource Allocation Process
Resource Allocation Process consists of the following high‐level steps:
An EEI member utility CEO (or an executive level designee) can request an NRE to be initiated
2. The NREC will activate NMART and trigger the resource allocation process
3. Utilities requesting and providing mutual assistance will fill out the template and submit it
through their “Home” RMAGs
4. NMART will consolidate the information and assign available resources to each requesting
utility based on the pre‐defined methodology; also inform the NREC
5. RMAGs will match the available resources to the specific utilities based on local requirements
6. The process will continue periodically until all of the outstanding requests are fulfilled
7. Any issues or concerns during the event are filed by the CEOs or executive designee and
handled by the NREC
1.

Utility CEO
and NREC
Chair trigger
NRE

Utilities provide
requests and
offers through
“Home” RMAGs

NMART assigns
available resources to
individual utilities
using allocation
methodology
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RMAGs match
assigned
resources to
individual utility

NMART
informs NREC
and the EEI
Liaison of the
allocation
outcomes

NRE Resource Allocation Methodology
1. Resource allocation formula
 Pre‐event formula – Proportional to a reasonable request for pre‐staging
 Outage Formula – Weighted average of the two variables (outages and cases of
trouble)
2. Allocation refinement approach
 Make adjustments to the formula‐based allocation to account for other
emerging and qualitative factors
3. Resource Matching
 Conducted at the RMAG level when a large number of utilities are affected to
account for specific utility requirements
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Public Policy and Roll‐out Strategy
 Work with utilities in each target state to identify key stakeholders and

develop and execute a coordinated outreach program
 Provide utilities with the supporting documentation and material on NRE
 Gain support from key agencies, regulators and legislators for adherence to the

NRE process
 Identify states that have adopted or are considering policies that may impede

NRE execution
 Engage with federal government partners to solicit their assistance in

ensuring successful implementation of the NRE
 Coordinate any required media coverage at the national level, particularly

as we approach 1‐year anniversary of Superstorm Sandy (October 29)
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Major Action Items
1. Reach out to NRE external stakeholders (including

contractors)
2. Assign NREC team members and roles
3. Design and execute functional exercise
4. Finalize member company strategy to roll out the NRE to

other external stakeholders
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End

